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DOES THE MIXED LOUNGE EMBARRASS YOU

The Student Board has made a number of additions to the facilities of the mixed lounge. Ping-pong tables, ash trays and ash-stands are but the latest of these. It is a puzzlement to the Editors that the very student body who roused so about getting these additions have in turn been abusive, negligent, and downright slovenly in their use. Each day finds cigarette butts, bottles, and spilled cokes covering everything — not unlike a "now fallen snow."

Notwithstanding this deplorable situation the tables, ping-pong paddles and balls are suffering un-called for damage. The Student Board does not intend to replace any equipment so damaged.

This lounge is yours and its facilities are for your enjoyment. The Carbon calls on each person to accept his responsibility. Every little bit adds up — on the floor!

Next week the Carbon will initiate a Lounge Lourers Column for those so SMALL they can't reach the ash trays or coke cases.

AMH

MOVIES RETURN

The Marian players again bring a movie to Marian — this time a comedy. Tonight at 8:30 "The Late, George Apley" will be presented with an entirely new set-up designed to increase the true "theater atmosphere." Technical improvements promise to improve the quality of both picture and sound. The price of admission is still only 50¢, so come and enjoy an inexpensive evening.

SUMMARY OF THE STUDENT BOARD MEETING

At this meeting, it was reported that the Phoenix will come out December the 16th, and the first edition of the Fioretti will appear sometime around the semester break.

It was decided that the Mixed Lounge will be closed all day Wednesday, December 20th, to decorate for the School wide Christmas Party. An elaborate and entertaining program is planned, and it is urged that everyone attend.

In order to avoid confusion in the lounge after home basket ball games, the TV set will not be available the evenings of the games.

The remainder of the meeting was taken up with discussion as to a program of discipline to be enacted toward those who persist in leaving the lounges in such disreputable condition.

BANNER BANTER

Make it a point to visit the M-Club booth in front of the "Perc" today, and to purchase a dozen or so of the new style Marian pennants.

Watch for the new MARIAN banner to be hung in the gym — a gift to the school from the Lottcrman's club.

Hey Vickie, what is wrong with Catholic schools ? ? ?? ? ? ??
THE CARBON APPLAUDS:

Public-spirited citizen Jim Durbin for kindly donating 5 ping pong paddles for the mixed lounge.

The Student Board for providing a dozen new stand-type ashtrays for the mixed lounge.

Mary Ann Drew, Marian's freshman lovely in the Indianapolis Flower and Patio show queen contest.

Bob Campbell and Mike Brown for organizing an early peninsula program plus for donating six enjoyable l.p. albums to the library's collection.

THE CARBON HISSES:

Those who engage in co-sexual inter-digitational relations and osculation in inappropriate localities - i.e. the mixed lounge.

Marian's "cut system", better known as the compulsory attendance law.

Kenya Casarreal, for crippling herself by stepping on a needle.

ERRUTUM

The closing paragraph of Mr. R. Bornman's letter to the editor appearing in last week's Carbon should read:

"Considering the facts mentioned in the 1st paragraph, I do not believe that the academic standards of the college would necessarily be lowered by such a move.

The Carbon's Book of the Week - Mary Haugh: The Reason I am a Bio major by Vince Penn.

Grubs 32 
Rebels 28(2 overtime
Licks 45 
Jets 44(3 overtime
Chemist 37 
Tigers 23

The scores and victories recorded Sunday in the intra-mural games are of little real importance. Of paramount importance is the tragedy which befalls "Rebel" star Fred Peterson. With just seconds remaining in the game, Fred lost his footing and fell to the floor while fighting for a rebound. The fall was not hard but awkward, and Fred was very slow in getting up. At first glance nothing looked broken but it wasn't the physical extremities which were broken.

And as Fred backed off the playing floor several students on the sidelines fully realized what Fred had known since he got up. Fred, don't worry, we sent Santa Claus a letter requesting some heavy thread and needle to repair your tragedy.

Next Sunday evening the Knights take on highly rated Bellarmine at Marian. Game time is 8:00 P.M.

Bellarmine has played both Notre Dame and Xavier and will be a formidable opponent. Marian has a good chance to defeat Bellarmine and improve their record and gain a little prestige. Also, those of you who have your Christmas shopping done, can attend and root our Knights to their first tournament championship at Indiana Central gymnasium Monday and Tuesday night. Earlham, William Penn and Indiana Central compose the tourney foursome.

MARIAN WINS HEART-STOPPER

Harry Oldham's 20ft. shot with 6 seconds to go provided the Knights with a two point margin to win 56-54 over Huntington!